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Earlier this month, the Commonwealth Court decided a case about ending an obligation to fund 

wastewater treatment that serves as a useful reminder to address termination in environmental 

agreements of all sorts. In the throes of making a deal or settling a case, it is easy to focus intently on 

what one wants and to promise what needs to be promised to get it. But, as Meatloaf taught, if I 

promise that I will love you until the end of time, I may end up “praying for the end of time so I can end 

my time with you.” In Pennsylvania, though, one may only have to wait a reasonable time to get out of 

one’s promises. 

 

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Borough of West Chester, No. 2116 C.D. 2014 (Pa. Commw. Ct. Nov. 5, 

2015), addressed a 1984 agreement to fund reconstruction of a municipal sewage treatment plant 

called “Goose Creek.” At the time, a Wyeth plant was one of the larger industrial users of Goose Creek. 

Wyeth and other industrial users agreed to fund: (a) the capital costs of the reconstruction, (b) variable 

operating costs of Goose Creek associated with the industries’ use, and (c) fixed operating costs of 

Goose Creek. Wyeth agreed to pay almost half of the capital and fixed operating costs. Fixed operating 

costs are those costs of the facility that do not depend on how much wastewater it treated. None of 

those costs were associated with any special equipment installed to handle Wyeth’s wastewater. 

 

The Goose Creek agreement provided that it ran with the land. It contained no termination clause. 
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By 2005, the Wyeth plant had been closed and demolished. The Borough continued to bill Wyeth, 

however, for Wyeth’s agreed share of the fixed operating costs of Goose Creek, an amount that 

ultimately exceeded a half-million dollars annually. Wyeth attempted to sell the real estate, but did not 

succeed.  

 

In 2011, Wyeth sent a termination notice and stopped paying the Borough charges. Wyeth no longer 

discharged any wastewater to Goose Creek. The Borough continued to bill, and ultimately sued for the 

unpaid amounts. The court of common pleas awarded more than $1.7 million. 

 

The Borough took the position that Wyeth had agreed that it, or whoever came to own the Wyeth plant 

real estate, would pay its share of the fixed operating costs indefinitely, or at least so long as Goose 

Creek continued to operate. The obligation did not turn on Wyeth’s continued use of Goose Creek. The 

agreement was recorded in the land records and the obligation ran with the real estate, indicating an 

obligation to pay beyond Wyeth’s personal use of the sewage treatment plant. Moreover, argued the 

Borough, the agreement contained no termination clause. 

 

The Borough’s position has some logic. In 1984, presumably Wyeth needed, or at least wanted, the 

Borough to reconstruct Goose Creek so that Wyeth could use the plant to dispose of Wyeth’s 

wastewater. Perhaps an agreement to pay a portion of the fixed operating costs forever was a part of 

the consideration for the reconstruction in the first place. If that were the deal, then Wyeth ought not to 

have had the ability to terminate its obligation to pay in 2011. 

 

But the Commonwealth Court disagreed. It observed that perpetual agreements are disfavored in 

Pennsylvania. Unless an agreement explicitly says that it lasts perpetually, an indefinite agreement lasts 
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either for a reasonable time or is an at-will agreement that either party may terminate at any time. Once 

Wyeth had satisfied its obligation to fund the capital cost of reconstructing Goose Creek, Wyeth had 

satisfied its obligation to pay operating costs while Wyeth used the sewage treatment plant, and Wyeth 

had closed its facility, the Commonwealth Court concluded that the agreement became terminable at 

will. Wyeth was excused from paying any costs after Wyeth’s termination notice. 

 

Environmental problems tend to last a long time. Indeed, the long tail often provides the reason why we 

worry about them. One day of exposure to a low concentration of an environmental contaminant may 

not be very worrisome, but if the contaminant persists in the environment for long enough to allow a 

chronic exposure the contaminant may have to be cleaned up. 

 

Accordingly, environmental agreements often have long durations. So how would the Wyeth logic apply 

to restrictive covenants under the Uniform Environmental Covenants Act (“UECA”), 27 Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ 

6501-17? The Department of Environmental Protection often uses a UECA covenant as a condition for 

achievement of a site-specific risk-based cleanup standard under the Land Recycling and Environmental 

Remediation Standards Act (“Act 2”), 35 Pa. Stat. Ann. §§ 6026.101 to .908. Indeed, DEP posts a form of 

covenant on its webpage. That is, if a remediator does not intend to clean contaminated property all the 

way up to the way it started (the background standard) or to clean it up to “clean” (the statewide 

health-based standard), it can clean it up to “safe.” However, how much risk a site poses turns critically 

on how it is paved, secured, and used. The UECA covenant assures that land use and land development 

will be inconsistent with the cleanup. 

 

UECA provides that environmental covenants are perpetual unless terminated by their own terms, by 

consent, or by judicial decree. 27 Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ 6509, 6510. DEP’s form of UECA covenant for use 
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under Act 2 provides the same, except that it terminates by its own terms if the land is cleaned up to a 

standard that allows unrestricted use. These agreements, with explicit termination clauses, seem to 

satisfy Wyeth’s standards for actually being perpetual, or at least indefinite. 

 

Application of Wyeth to DEP consent orders and agreements or settlement agreements may be less 

clear. DEP does not seem to have a boilerplate termination clause for its settlement documents, at least 

not one that it uses uniformly. Some settlement agreements seem to have no termination clause at all. 

Others have tautological termination clauses. For example, DEP’s 2010 consent order and settlement 

agreement with Cabot Oil and Gas over the Dimock incident – an agreement posted on DEP’s website – 

provides: “Cabot’s obligations under this Consent Order and Settlement Agreement shall terminate 

when Cabot has complied with all of its obligations under this Consent Order and Settlement 

Agreement.” Others are more conventional. Thus, the termination clause seems to be negotiable. 

 

Several lessons follow. When an issue arises under an existing environmental agreement, one should 

examine the termination clause, if there is one. Wyeth may provide an opportunity to avoid contractual 

obligations by arguing that they have terminated or are terminable. 

 

As a corollary to that observation, a client that is depending on an indefinite environmental agreement 

to hold another party to some environmentally-related performance may face a problem, as did the 

Borough of West Chester. For how long does the buyer of a client’s old facility have to maintain the 

pavement or operate the groundwater recovery system? 
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Finally, for new agreements, one can – and therefore should – draft around these issues. One can have a 

perpetual agreement in Pennsylvania, provided that the language is explicit. One can have an agreement 

that lasts until some distant future event, if the document says so.  

 

On the other hand, for many parties, the ability to terminate agreements and restrictive covenants 

when circumstances change may be important. A party to a consent decree may wish to have the 

matter marked settled and any injunction lifted. Those parties need a real termination clause. In the 

heat of resolving a matter or doing a deal, the termination clause may not get the attention it deserves. 

We should all take a lesson from Meatloaf’s male protagonist; his first instinct was to “sleep on it.” 
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